ANNIVERSARY EDITION
2019 is the year we celebrate 30 YEARS of Delta Light. 30 years of striving for product and service excellence. A 30-year young family business, grown from a local Belgian manufacturer to become a global business, providing architectural lighting solutions for small and large projects.
LASS-OH!
The new Lass-Oh! family offers you a variety of elegant, flexible and extremely slim suspensions. Linear to square and rectangular shapes - combined with miniature led clusters meticulously hidden inside the black or gold round profile - Lass-Oh! allows you to add artistic individuality to any type of space. Upgrade its minimalistic appearance with decorative shades, suited for residential, office, retail or other commercial environments.

SHAPE / MATERIAL
With this new Lighting Bible Delta Light continues its quest for surprising yet timeless new shapes, colours and materials. Play with different shades of coloured glass, bold textures or dynamic new shapes like the Breess wall fixture.

SHIFTLINE M26 L MATRIX
The Shiftline M26 L Matrix system is Delta Light’s answer for maximum flexibility. The magnetic connection system enables you to create a network of, complex or refined, creating a structure of light within your space. The wide range of directional spots to linear lighting, all magnetic, brings you possibilities to meet the needs of your project, from ambient to rhythmic, industrial to sophisticated.

COLOUR & FINISHES
Delta Light presents new colours and new finishes. Our new colours Delta Light Flemish Bronze (FBR) and Delta Light Flemish Gold (FG) fit perfectly with the minimal style and glam trend. These colours can dress up a space, keeping it minimalistic, yet elegant. Our new metallic Gold Colour (GC) and Black Bronze (BBR) recall the glamour of the 50’s and characterised objects with their warm tactile metal surfaces and merge perfectly with wood and natural materials. The new Black Pure (BP) finishing accentuates the space with a rough and industrial detail, adding eccentricity to an otherwise conventional interior. All new colours and finishes are available on a range of existing and new products.

NEW OPTICS
Apart from the focus on higher efficiency and better performance, another point of attention in the evolution of LED and optics is better user comfort, with more precise optics and better light control. As lighting impacts the daily wellbeing of the end user, we are striving to make sure our luminaires offer the best user comfort possible. This is clearly visible in our new iMax II and Dot.Com range, with a reduced glare as result. Next to that, we also focus on clean beam angles and high efficiency, for example in our new tracklights Spy 66 and Fragma. Where Spy 66 makes use of interchangeable lenses to control the light, Fragma uses micro lens optics to alter the beam angle.

D-LINER SYSTEM CEILINGS
Every year, regulations on building and renovation get stricter in terms of energy-efficiency, eco-friendliness and sustainability. Apart from lighting, this also impacts cooling and heating, ventilation, acoustics… As a consequence, new light solutions are continuously developed to combine lighting with ventilation, acoustics and technical or smart ceiling solutions. Two examples of high-end technical ceilings are the SAP ceiling of Interalu and HeartFelt ceiling of Hunter-Douglas. Lighting solutions for this kind of ceilings are limited and mainly result in linear lighting. With D-Liner, Delta Light offers fixed lengths and made-to-measure solutions for these two ceiling types, custom made brackets for other system ceilings are possible on request.

REFLECTIONS
Looking to complete our portfolio of technical architectural lighting, we challenged our design and engineering team to come up with a set of more decorative and expressive shapes. The result is Reflections, a series of new adventures in luminaire design. A reason to improve the relationships between architecture, interiors, its users and visitors. A poetic expression of craftsmanship, light, technology, texture, shape and mood.
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**FRAGMA**
The Fragma is a brand new and the ultimate all-round spotlight, suited for high-demanding commercial environments. Fragma combines essential requirements of visual comfort with optimal performance ratios, thanks to Delta Light’s unique Led Case® technology. It comes with extensive options to individualize the light according to specific project needs, from sharp edged projection beams to contoured spotlight, wide beams and more.

**MINIATURIZATION**
In recent years Delta Light perfected its process of miniaturization. Combining new technology with ultra-precise manufacturing techniques enables us to present you a multitude of minimalistic lighting solutions. From luminaires like the Dot.Com and Microgrid ranges, to made-to-measure profiles like the Tagline and Finto profiles... ultra-minimalistic yet powerful lighting tools that integrate seamlessly with architecture.

**MAGNETIC CURVES**
The magnetic made-to-measure profiles Shiftline and Splitline are going next level, adding curved corners to its already extensive range of options and sizes. Either 135° or 90°, recessed or surface mounted, the new versions allow you to go from linear to smooth rounded corners to meet curvature shapes of modern architecture.

**MAGNETIZE**
It started with the Splitline, and we extended it to our Shiftline and Hole in One. In the new Lighting Bible we continue our magnetic designs, offering you ultimate flexibility in both made-to-measure profiles and spot lighting. The toolfree magnetic fixation guarantees ultimate installation and user experience, allowing you to move and position the spots anywhere inside its magnetic casing.

**WASH-IT**
Wallwashing remains a key lighting technique to open up a space, enhance textured walls or draw attention to artworks. Delta Light offers you multiple wallwash solutions, recessed or surface mounted, interior and exterior, via spots, uplighters or made-to-measure profiles... all guaranteeing smooth vertical wall illumination.

**SMOOTH MOVEMENT**
More than design and materiality of our collections, we focus to upgrade the flexibility and movement, aiming to offer you more illumination options. The Vizir joint is the perfect example, combining ultimate suppleness with a sophisticated finish.

**NEW TECHNOLOGY**
The range of power supplies offered by Delta Light has been upgraded. In this new Lighting Bible we offer Constant Current Reduction (CCR) dimmable power supplies, which have several advantages. First of all these type of power supplies reduce the risk related to flickering. Secondly, the dimming principle used is the same as for the Soft Dim luminaires used throughout the Delta Light range, resulting in an extended choice of suitable power supplies for our Soft Dim luminaires.
An extra, we can now offer 1-10V dimming solutions next to Mains and Dali dimming and the possibility of controlling several Soft Dim luminaires with only 1 power supply. Finally, to strengthen our wireless controllable range, we now offer two power supplies with integrated CTRL Delta.

**5 YEAR WARRANTY**
At Delta Light we have full confidence in the quality of our product. All our products are designed and manufactured according to the highest standards, using nothing but the best parts and technology. As a proof of our commitment we offer a 5 year LED warranty, starting as from the date of delivery of the product to the authorized distributor of Delta Light NV. Read about the details and conditions on the Delta Light website.
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iMAX II ADJUSTABLE
A versatile accent lighting solution to emphasize individual objects or architectural elements. The tilt mechanism allows the luminaire to be angled with precision up to 30°, allowing for optimum beam alignment. As a result, the light is emitted exactly where you want it. To further reduce the visual impact on the ceiling, a mounting kit is available to install the luminaires flush with the ceiling.

iMAX II ADJUSTABLE TRIMLESS
A super smooth finish combines ultimate minimalism with maximum eye comfort. This version comes with a trimless housing to enable quick and precise installation and finishing. The interchangeable black, white or gold insert allows you to match the fixture with its surroundings. iMax II Adjustable Trimless is available in round and square finish.
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XY180F
Within the Maxispy range on track, the possibility of an adjustable beam angle within a luminaire is taken to a higher level. The technology inside LensVector's dynamic beam shaping lenses allow for a wireless adjustment of the beam angle. One can easily adjust the beam angle and the light intensity of these Maxispy luminaires using CTRL Delta, as dimming of the luminaire and controlling of the beam angle can be done with all smart devices.
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